Caffeine Buzz

What people are saying in Madison's coffee shops

Interviewed by Adam Malecek at Barriques Coffee Trader, 127 W. Washington Ave.

Question: What's the best class you've ever taken?

Marisa Jacobson, 26, UW-Madison law student: "I'd say Trusts and Estates with Professor Howard Erlanger, because I'm currently enrolled in it and maybe my professor will read this."

Alyn Turner, 23, UW-Madison grad student: "Charles Halaby's Sociology 362, which is Stats for Sociologists. He does a really good job of engaging students and balancing great teaching with funny stories. You learn a lot in his class and it's also entertaining."

Dana Garbarski, 23, UW-Madison grad student: "I'd also say Halaby's Sociology 362. His lectures were really clear and concise — and he's hilarious. He also goes a good job showing how the class applies to real world situations."